I. INTRODUCTION
As Internet is so widely used nowadays, security issues become more serious on the on-line communication. Steganography is one of the techniques aiming to achieve the secure communication between authorized parties. Different from the cryptography, which encodes secure information into unreadable format, steganography hides secure information within a medium to establish an invisible communication [1] , [2] . Image Steganography is a popularly used approach to hide information, including image, text, video, etc., into a cover image without noticeable distortion so that hidden information is not visible to human eyes. An ideal Image Steganography method should also make the hidden information hard to be detected electronically. There have appeared diversified researches on the image steganography in the literature including the methodologies of hiding greyscale/color images and text [3] - [10] . A relatively simple and effective method of hiding information in the cover image is storing the information into specific positions, i.e., least significant bit (LSB) in each pixel, of the cover image, but the level of the security is pretty low, i.e., it is easy to detect and extract the information from the stegoimage. Some later works [3] - [6] focused on adding enforced quality and security to the LSB based methodology.
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Although there appeared many approaches in the image steganography, there has not appeared any comprehensive study on performance comparison in various aspects. In fact, different researches have been conducted under different environments and assumptions and this makes it difficult to do the cross-approach comparison. Even in each research work, it is not shown clearly the maximally allowed size of the information, which depends on the specific method used, to hide and the relationship between performance and data size used. This becomes the motivation of our research.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive performance measurement on several different models of hiding image and/or text information in the image steganography. We built four models to test; two are based on currently available security enhanced LSB based approaches described in [6] and [8] for image and text, respectively, and we developed a couple of proposed hybrid models to hide both image and text together with the secret key mechanism. The first hybrid model is a straightforward implementation of manipulating the image and text information combined, and the second hybrid model uses an optimized method of manipulating the image and text bit streams simultaneously to achieve gains in time, quality and capacity. Thus, our efforts are in two fold, providing an efficient hybrid model of manipulating both image and text together and providing a comprehensive performance metric showing the relationship among information type and size, processing time and quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief review on the related work is presented. In Section III, four models of the image steganography including our proposed hybrid models of manipulating image and text together are described. In Section IV, experimental results and performance analysis are presented. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review some LSB based image steganography approaches, which became the backbone of our proposed and tested models.
To recover the drawback of the naï ve LSB based approach both non-adaptive and adaptive approaches were proposed. The work described in [3] proposed a non-adaptive method of improving the quality of the stego-image by using the optimal pixel adjustment process. A more effective approach, which is an adaptive method based on the inter-pixel relationship, is described in [4] . A further effective method of improving the quality of the stego-image by utilizing each pixel's dependency on neighborhood pixels is described in [5] . In this work, three different methods named four-neighbors, eight-neighbors and diagonal-neighbors are developed and tested in the gray-scale image environment. A recent work described in [6] firstly used a secret key based method and achieved higher performance in the quality of the stego-image, as well as the higher security during the online communication. In this approach, 24-bit RGB color image is used and a secret key decides the positions of hidden information being hided in the cover image. Each character in the secret key is converted to 8-bit binary values of its ASCII code and concatenated into a 1-dimensional circular bit stream. Followed by this secret key based approach, a methodology of hiding text information under the cover image using the secret key is proposed in [8] .
III. FOUR MODELS OF HIDING IMAGE AND TEXT
To yield the comprehensive performance metric of hiding image and/or text in image steganography we implemented four models based on currently available methodologies for separate processing of image and text and our own proposed methodologies for processing image and text together. All of these models use secret key based methods and we use 24-bit RGB color images and 8-bit ASCII characters in our practice.
A. Model 1 -Image Only
The first model we implemented is for hiding an image in the cover image, and the implementation is based on the secret key based LSB approach described in [6] . In this model, each character in the secret key is converted to 8-bit binary values of its ASCII code and concatenated into a 1-dimensional circular bit stream. All RGB values (0~255) of both cover and hiding images are converted to 8-bits binary values. The binary bits of the hiding image are combined into a 1-D bit stream. We summarize the hiding and extraction operations as shown below.
Hiding process (by sender):
Step 1. Get LSB of Red from cover image and get 1 bit from secret key bit stream; Step 2. If XOR of Step1 values = 1, replace LSB of Green by 1 bit of hiding image; else, replace LSB of Blue by 1 bit of hiding image; Step 3. If not the end of hiding data, go to Step 1. Extraction process (by receiver):
Step 1. Get LSB of Red from cover image and get 1 bit from secret key bit stream; Step 2. If XOR of Step1 values = 1, pick LSB of Green matrix; else, pick LSB of Blue matrix; Step 3. Store the bit from Step 2 into 1-D array;
Step 4. If not the end of hiding data, go to Step 1.
B. Model 2 -Text Only
The second model is for hiding text in the cover image, which can be done with the analogous process used in Model 1. The only difference from Model 1 is that each character in the hiding text is converted to an ASCII code and the corresponding bit stream is generated. A secret key based text hiding methodology is described in [8] and we skip describing the details of the method in this paper.
C. Model 3 -Image+Text (Sequential)
To hide image and text together within a cover image, we propose and test a couple of methodologies, one is based on the sequential straightforward mechanism (Model 3) and the other is an optimized approach (Model 4).
In Model 3, operations used are a combination of the operations used in Model 1 and Model 2, i.e., hiding and extracting image and text sequentially. Most steps of hiding and extracting processes are analogous to the ones described in Model 1, except some minor changes described as follows. In the hiding process, between Step1 and Step 2, we need to concatenate hiding image and text bit streams together as one hiding bit stream. In
Step 3 of the extraction process, we need to store the bits into hiding image and text bit streams separately.
To extract image and text appropriately, the mode and sizes of hidden image and text should be known beforehand along with the secret key. As used in other approaches, we store these information at the beginning of the stego-image.
D. Model 4 -Image+Text (Optimized)
With the third model, it is obvious that we cannot hide information (image+text) bit stream that is longer than the total number of pixels in the cover image. This is due to the technology that only one RGB value is used in each pixel of the cover image -waste of resources. This becomes the motivation of developing our optimized version, Model 4. In fact, it is observed that when the LSB of Green or Blue value is substituted, the one left in the same pixel, either Blue or Green, is still unchanged.
In Model 4, each bit from hiding image or text bit stream is hided in the Green or Blue value of the same pixel and this increases the hiding capacity in the cover image. In other words, the LSBs of both Green and Blue values in each pixel are replaced until at least one of the hiding image and text bit streams is ended. During the hiding process, if the XOR value is 1, then the LSB of Green value is overwritten by one bit from the hiding image bit stream and at meanwhile, the LSB of Blue value is replaced by one bit from hiding text bit stream. If the XOR value is 0, the other path is taken. This approach doubles the space in the cover image to hide image and text, but still keeps the stego-image with no significant distortion. Fig. 1 illustrates the operations of the hiding process used in Model 4.
In order to extract the hidden image and text, it is need to know the sizes of hidden image and text, as well as the secret key. The extraction process is illustrated in Fig. 2 . As shown in the figure, if the XOR value is 1, the LSB of Green value is retrieved and stored into the hidden image bit stream. The LSB of Blue value is added into the hidden text bit stream. If the XOR value is 0, the LSB of Blue value joins the hidden image bit stream. The LSB of Green value is appended to the hidden text bit stream. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented the four models described in Section III in Python and executed them on a Mac machine with i5 processor (2.7 GHz) and 8 GB RAM. In our practice, we used maximum sized hidden image and/or text in each model and tested with varying sizes of the data. The cover image and the hidden image used are Lenna picture (RGB, 512x512 pixels) and Mercedes picture (RGB, 127x86 pixels), respectively. These images are shown in Fig. 3 . In Model 1 and 3, the Mercedes picture is the biggest picture that can be hidden in the cover image. In Model 2, the longest text that the cover image (Lenna) can hold is 32,768 bytes long. Although Model 4 can hold more hidden data than Model 3, as described in Section III-D, we used the same sized data for the purpose of performance comparison. Performances are measured in terms of processing time and the quality of the stego-image, which holds the hidden information. To measure the relationship between the performance and hidden information size, we used 10 different sized hidden information in each model, i.e., 10%~100% of the original maximum sized data. The quality of the stegoimage is determined by the PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) value, as regularly used in other research, and the formulas are shown below in which images I and K both have m and n as the width and height, respectively, and the Max value of I is 255 in the true color image. (2) It is obvious that the higher PSNR value represents the better quality of the stego-image and thus, more secure from unauthorized users' attack. Table I shows the performance of Model 1 (image only) tested with different sized hidden images. As shown in the table, the processing time increases linearly with the increasing sized hidden images, while the stego-image quality decreases in the similar pattern. Table II shows the performance of Model 2 (text only) tested with different sized hidden texts. As shown in the table, processing time and stego-image quality change in a linear pattern depending on the text size, but the stegoimage qualities are much higher than the ones shown in Model 1. This means that hiding ASCII text in the cover image has higher stego-image quality than hiding RGB image for both maximum and reduced sizes. As shown in Table III and Table IV , we could observe that the stego-image qualities are pretty analogous in the two models with the given identical data, but the processing time of Model 3 is more rapidly increasing with the given increasing sizes than that of Model 4. Although it is not shown in Table IV , Model 4 can hide a lot more data than Model 3, as we mentioned earlier.
Thus the processing time efficiency and the capacity of hiding data in Model 4 are higher than Model 3.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We implemented and compared four different models of hiding image and/or text in the cover image. Two models are built based on the currently available secret key based LSB methodologies for hiding image and text separately. Other two models are our proposed hybrid approaches of hiding image and text together in the cover image. In our practice, we used varying sized image and text to yield a comprehensive metric showing the relationship between the performance and hiding information type and size. Our experimental results also show that the optimized version of the proposed approach of hiding image and text together achieves higher performance than the straightforward version in both processing time and capacity.
Our future study includes developing more diversified models and testing more diversified data to generate more comprehensive metric of the performance.
